Otto2 2-Way Wire Flattener

Features:

- 2-way flattening of CU and AL up to 8 AWG. 6 AWG possible with larger motor and drive.
- Single or dual flattening heads on single machine base.
- Maximum flattening speed of 1500 ft/min.
- Fixed rolls. No grooved rolls to change.
- Wire thickness continuously adjustable in 0.5 mil steps from .005” to .375”.
- Standard 10 HP motor and drive, optional 15 HP for increased performance.
- Wire-out switch for customer connection to winding machine.
- Flattener speed exceeded relay for connection to winding machine.
- Customer connection for drive enable/disable. Typically used for low air pressure.
- Custom sizing of dancer pulleys based on customer requirements.
- Adjustable dancer pressure.
- Dual jog switches for manually feeding wire.
- Quick flattener head disassembly for easy maintenance.